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ABSTRACT: Nanoparticles are often covered in ligand monolayers, which can undergo a temperature-dependent order–disorder transition that switches the particle–particle interaction from repulsive to attractive in solution. In this work, we examine how changes in the ligand surface coverage and facet dimensions affect the ordering of ligands, the arrangement of nearby solvent molecules, and the interaction between ligand monolayers on different particles. In particular, we consider the case of strongly bound octadecyl ligands on the (100) facet of CdS in the presence of an explicit n-hexane solvent. Depending on the facet dimensions and surface coverage, we observe three distinct ordered states that differ in how the ligands are packed together, and which affect the thickness of the ligand shell and the structure of the ligand–solvent interface. The temperature dependence of the order–disorder transition also broadens and shifts to lower temperature in a nonlinear manner as the nanoscale is approached from above. We find that ligands on nanoscale facets can behave very similarly to those on macroscopic surfaces in solution, and that some facet dimensions affect the ligand alignment more strongly than others. As the ligands order, the interaction between opposing monolayers becomes attractive, even well below full surface coverage. The strength of attraction per unit surface area is strongly affected by ligand coverage, but only weakly by facet width. Conversely, we find that bringing two monolayers together just above the order–disorder transition temperature can induce ordering and attraction.
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Nanoparticles are appealing building blocks for creating new materials via bottom-up solution-phase processes.1 Depending on the application, it can be desirable for the particles to be well dispersed or instead aggregated into structures with specific morphologies. Assessing and controlling the interaction between nanoparticles, a key factor in their assembly and stability to random aggregation or sintering, are therefore important challenges.

Inorganic nanoparticles in solution are often covered by ligand monolayers. These ligand shells not only influence the particles’ growth2 and physical properties,3 but also strongly mediate interactions between them.4 Recently, we have shown that octadecyl ligands on 4 x 20 nm CdS nanorods in n-hexane can undergo a temperature-dependent order–disorder transition in computer simulations, switching the rod–rod interaction from repulsive to attractive.5 In this work, we show that the temperature-dependence of this order–disorder transition, and thus the interaction between particles, is strongly affected by the density of ligand coverage and the scale of the various facet dimensions. Such sensitivities could be exploited in the laboratory to manipulate and optimize the assembly of ordered structures.

Macroscopic surfaces coated with surfactant monolayers have been widely studied, due in part to their industrial and technological importance.6,7 Of the wide variety of systems that can form SAMs, alkanethiols on planar Au surfaces are the most widely studied.7 Experimentally, it is known that such ligands...
can adopt structures that vary significantly with both surface coverage and temperature. For example, decanethiol ligands on Au(111) form stripes at low coverage (<27%), disordered SAMs at high coverage (>55%) and high temperature, and ordered SAMs at high coverage and low temperature. In addition, the temperature dependence of the order-disorder transition on Au(111) is known to vary strongly with both surface coverage and chain length. For example, the transition is sharp at full coverage of decanethiol ligands but broadens and shifts to lower temperature when ligands are sparse, whereas the transition is broad even at full coverage for \( \text{SC}_{21} \text{H}_{45} \) ligands. How the ligands pack together and tilt relative to the substrate, has also been shown to depend on the chain length, with distinct behaviors observed for \( n \leq 14 \) and \( n \geq 16 \).

Force measurements between surfactant monolayers across hydrocarbon liquids were first performed more than 20 years ago. These experiments show that the relationship between force and distance depends on both the degree of order of the monolayer as well as the shape of the solvent molecules. If the surface of the SAM is smooth and the solvent tends to form discrete layers near the surface (such as benzene or linear alkanes do), then the force-distance curve is generally oscillatory with a strong repulsion at short-range as the ligands come into contact. In all other cases, the force curve generally has a single broad minimum, with the hardness of the short-range repulsion depending mainly on the fluidity of the ligands. For sufficiently long ligands, such as end-grafted polymers, the interaction can even become purely repulsive.

These extensive experimental measurements of SAM-mediated surface forces have been accompanied by relatively few computational studies. The repulsive interaction between oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiol SAMs in water has been examined, but to our knowledge, no simulations have addressed attractive forces between macroscopic SAMs in solution. As in experiments, simulations of linear alkanethiols on periodic Au(111) surfaces show that the ligands tilt strongly toward the substrate when they are ordered, both in vacuum (e.g., for \( n = 16 \)) and in hexane solvent (provided that \( n > 6 \)). The order-disorder transition was also found to be very broad for \( n = 15-16 \), involving a gradual reduction in the tilt angle, followed by a rapid loss of tilt direction. More dramatically, studies of ligands bound to a generic triangular lattice have shown that the structure of the ordered state can vary strongly with the lattice spacing and the chain length. These observations suggest that a variety of distinct progressively ordered phases may exist, much as for liquid crystals.

While experimental characterization of ligand organization on nanoparticles in solution is extremely difficult and therefore rare, a large body of simulations and solid-state experiments point to key similarities with macroscopic SAMs. Experimental studies of dried Au nanoparticle films have noted that while dodecanethiol ligands on very small particles are poorly ordered under ambient conditions, the same ligands show spectroscopic properties similar to well-ordered SAMs on planar surfaces when the particles are larger than ~4.4 nm. Longer octadecanethiol ligands have been observed to order on even smaller 3 nm Au particles, and simulations have shown that dodecanethiol ligands will align and form ordered bundles even on 1–2 nm Au particles if the temperature is sufficiently low. In general, for small Au and CdSe particles, the ordering temperature increases with chain length and radius of curvature. Changes in ligand structure with temperature have also been shown to affect the relative stability of both Au and PbS nanoparticle superlattices.

On the other hand, it is still far from clear when ligand ordering on nanoparticles becomes an important effect in solution. For example, experimental studies indicate that under ambient conditions dodecanethiol ligands are disordered on 1–5 nm Au particles in carbon tetrachloride, toluene and dichloromethane, and molecular simulations are largely consistent with these observations. In addition, simulations predict that 1 nm dodecanethiol-coated Au particles and 5 nm PEO-coated Si particles, which have disordered ligand shells near ambient conditions, will repel one another in n-hexane and water, respectively. By contrast, simulations have shown that ligands can align into ordered patches in poor solvents, and our recent work indicates that octadecyl ligands on CdS particles with extended (~20 nm) facets in at least one dimension can order near room temperature even in a relatively good hexane solvent. The well-characterized ordering behavior of macroscopic SAMs may therefore also be relevant to the interaction between, and assembly of, larger ligand-passivated nanoparticles in solution.

In this work, we examine the ordering of strongly bound octadecyl ligands on Wurtzite CdS(100) as a function of temperature and surface coverage in the presence of an explicit n-hexane solvent. In addition, we study the emergence of finite size effects as the two unique dimensions of the CdS(100) surface approach the nanoscale. To assess the impact of these changes on assembly, we determine potentials of mean force between opposing surfaces. Our calculations constitute the first study of monolayer ordering in solution as a function of temperature, surface coverage and facet dimensions, ranging from the planar macroscopic limit to the nanoscale, and of the variation in surface forces between the resulting SAMs.

**RESULTS**

**Macroscopic Surfaces.** We focus first on the ordering of ligands bound to periodically replicated CdS surfaces. This effectively macroscopic behavior provides an important reference for understanding finite size effects at the nanoscale. Our results echo those described by Hautman and Klein for hexadecanethiol on Au(111), but differ in subtle ways that highlight the role of the substrate crystal structure and the ligand surface coverage.

To describe these differences, it is useful to define several angles characterizing ligands’ orientation relative to the substrate. A ligand’s end-to-end vector is in general tilted away from the vector normal to the surface to which it is bound. This tilt has two distinct components (see Figure 1f) due to the anisotropic Wurtzite lattice, one along the direction \( x \) in which the Cd atoms are closest together (the angle \( \theta_x \)) and the other along the direction \( z \) that is normal to \( x \) and parallel to the surface (the angle \( \theta_z \)). Precise mathematical definitions of these tilt components are given in the Supporting Information (see Figure S2). The high- and low-temperature states of the ligands differ in the statistics of both of these angles.

For fully covered, periodic, planar surfaces, molecular dynamics simulation snapshots (e.g., Figure 1a,b) reveal a distinct change in ligand organization over a narrow range of temperature near 360 K. At higher temperatures, ligands sample a wide range of conformations and do not align closely with one another. Their orientations are, however, biased by
the structure of the underlying CdS(100) surface. In particular, polarity of the crystal structure results in an average tilt of ligands toward the positive $z$ direction, even at very high temperature (390 K). Projection of ligands’ end-to-end vectors onto the $x$ direction is by contrast distributed symmetrically around zero, reflecting the equivalence of $\pm x$ directions in the CdS lattice.

At temperatures below 360 K, ligands adopt extended conformations, tilt more strongly away from the surface normal, align more closely with one another, and subtly break symmetries present in the higher temperature ("disordered") state. Viewed along the average tilt vector (see Figure 1c), the chains ends are packed together in a hexagonal pattern. This arrangement differs fundamentally from the rectangular array of Cd attachment sites on the CdS(100) surface. The two ends of a ligand molecule thus inhabit lattices with distinct symmetry. At 100% coverage, this lattice transformation is achieved by ligands tilting along the $z$ lattice vector, with those in every second row in Figure 1c adopting a gauche (rather than trans) dihedral angle near the CdS surface. This conformational ordering, in which ligands of each row are laterally displaced relative to those of adjacent rows, gives rise to two peaks in the $z$-angle distribution $P(\theta_z)$ (see the red line in Figure 1g). On Au(111), the crystal surface is itself hexagonally packed, and such subtle schemes are not required in order for the chains to pack densely; instead, they simply tilt toward their next-nearest neighbors.7 Aside from these details, the ordered state we have described on CdS(100) is similar to the Locked Rotator state described by Hautman and Klein15 for hexadecanethiol on Au(111), i.e., ligands can rotate about their end-to-end vectors but the collective tilt direction is locked and almost all torsional angles are in the trans conformation.

In contrast, the loss of ligand order on CdS(100) as temperature increases proceeds quite differently from that observed for hexadecanethiol monolayers on Au(111). Hautman and Klein15 observed a smooth and gradual decrease in the collective tilt angle ($\langle \theta \rangle$, see Figure 1f) from $\sim 30^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ over a 300 K interval. For the CdS(100) surface, whose polarity inhibits collective rotation of the tilt direction, we instead observe a sharp change in the collective tilt angle (which is almost identical to the average $z$-tilt in our system, $\langle \theta_z \rangle \approx \langle \theta \rangle$). The resulting disordered state is characterized by both a small collective tilt angle and a high proportion of gauche torsional angles. This state is distinct from both of the high-temperature states described by Hautman and Klein. Together, these results demonstrate that changing the chemical identity of the surface underlying a ligand monolayer can affect both the detailed...
structure of the ligands’ ordered state and the qualitative nature of the order–disorder transition.

**Effect of Reducing Ligand Coverage.** For the nanoscale semiconductor particles that we are interested in, the ligand coverage in experiments is typically neither well controlled nor easily characterized. The state of complete passivation on CdS(100) should be achievable, since the attachment site density on this surface (3.6/nm²) is lower than that observed experimentally for both alkanethiol SAMs on Au¹ and octadecylphosphonic acid monolayers on water²³ (both ≈4.5/nm²). Nonetheless, for less sticky ligands, and for nanoparticles that have been “washed” or aged, lower coverage states have been observed. Detailed characterization of strongly bound n-octylphosphonate ligands on 4–6 nm CdSe particles indicates greater than 85% surface coverage,¹⁹ while studies of other ligands on CdS and CdSe particles report densities ranging from 0.6 to 4.6 ligands/nm².³⁵ Broad density ranges have also been reported for oleic acid ligands on PbS and PbSe particles,⁵⁹,⁶⁰ which together with the CdS and CdSe results indicate greater variability of ligand coverage on semiconductor particles than has previously been observed for alkanethiols on Au nanoparticles.⁶¹ (where the density usually exceeds 4.5/nm²). Greatly reduced ligand density clearly negates the ordering transition. Our results indicate that smaller changes in coverage can also substantially influence phase behavior, specifically the location and sharpness of the transition and even the structure of the ordered state.

As the fraction of Cd atoms that are passivated is reduced in simulations, the onset of ordering shifts to lower temperature and becomes less sharp. Defining $T_{\text{order}}$ as the maximum temperature at which $⟨θ⟩ > 35°$ (see the Supporting Information for justification), we find that strong alignment persists up to $T_{\text{order}} = 345$ K at 90% coverage (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Ligand alignment on the periodic surface as a function of temperature and surface coverage. See Figure 1f and Supporting Information for the definition of the tilt component $θ_z$, whose average is plotted here. The 95% confidence interval for these average values is approximately ±6°, and the dashed horizontal line indicates the cutoff used to classify when ligands are strongly ordered ($⟨θ⟩ > 35°$).](image)

This crossover temperature decreases to $T_{\text{order}} = 312$ K at 75% coverage, accompanied by enhanced tilt angle fluctuations (see Figure S2) and broadening of the transition. At 65% coverage, the ligands order only weakly, and at even lower temperature ($⟨θ⟩ ≈ 35°$ at 290 K). We observe no significant ligand ordering at 50% coverage.

In these cases of incomplete passivation, the ordered states adopted for $T < T_{\text{order}}$ differ in detail from the structure described above for 100% coverage. As before, the ligand chains pack in a hexagonal pattern, but now with the local hexagonal packing rotated by 30° in the plane perpendicular to the average tilt vector (compare Figure 1, panels d and e). At 75–90% coverage, the transformation from the rectangular array of binding sites to the hexagonal packing of the chains ends is achieved by ligands in alternating columns in Figure 1d pointing slightly to alternating sides of the yz plane. This ligand arrangement is characterized by a single peak in $P(θ_z)$, at larger ($θ_z$) compared to the ordered state observed at 100% coverage (see the green line in Figure 1g). The two ordered states described thus far are illustrated in the red and green regions of Figure 4a.

**Effect of Changing the Facet Dimensions.** The two ordered states we have described for the periodic CdS(100) surface are distinct from the ordered state observed on CdS(100) facets in our previous study of 4 × 20 nm CdS nanorods at 100% coverage.² On the nanorod, the ligands are strongly tilted not only in the z-direction but also in the x-direction (toward the edges of the rods). The corresponding peaks in $P(θ_z)$ around ±25° are absent on the periodic surface.

The transition on the nanorod is also much broader and shifted down in temperature by about 45 K (at equivalent coverage), showing that the facet dimensions strongly affect both the temperature and width of the ordering transition.

To characterize changes in ligand ordering as the nanoscale is approached from above, we consider rod-shaped substrates (like those illustrated in Figure 3) of varying facet width $w$.

![Figure 3. Cross-sectional snapshot of a simulated CdS nanorod in liquid hexane (shown in blue, all other colors as specified in Figure 1) at 290 K. This rod spans the simulation cell in the direction z normal to the page, so that the rod is in effect infinitely long. The six side facets correspond to (100) surfaces of CdS. Two of these facets (those perpendicular to the y direction) have a width $w = 4.7$ nm that is larger than that of the other four side facets (whose width is 2.2 nm). We have also examined rods with other values of $w$, specifically $w = 8.0$ nm and $w = 2.2$ nm.](image)

Their long axis is infinite by virtue of periodic boundary conditions (in the direction $z$ pointing out of the page), and we consider three widths $w$ in the range from ~1 to ~10 nm. The macroscopic surfaces characterized above correspond to the limit $w → ∞$.

As the facet width $w$ decreases, we find that the structure of the ordered state changes between $w = 2.2$ and 4.7 nm, as illustrated in Figure 4a. Specifically, for $w ≥ 4.7$ nm, the ordered states (labeled I and II in Figure 4) correspond precisely to those formed on a periodic surface at equivalent surface...
Figure 4. Ordered states of dense ligand shells on CdS(100), and the orientational distribution of molecules within these shells. (a) Schematic illustrating the three different types of packing observed at different values of the facet width and ligand coverage. Phase boundaries (indicated by dashed lines) have been roughly estimated from our results for a handful of values of coverage (100%, 90%, 80%, 75%) and facet width (2.2, 4.7, 8 nm, ∞). The surface Cd atoms are colored brown and the ligands white; other particles are not shown. Note that these configurations are depicted from a different visual perspective than in Figure 1. Probability distributions of tilt angle components, \( P(\theta_z) \) and \( P(\theta_x) \), are plotted in (b) and (c) for various geometries and coverage values, colored according to the ordered state that dominates in each case. As in panel a, red denotes type I order, green denotes type II order, and blue denotes type III order.

coverage, with little to no tilting of ligands in the \( x \)-direction, \( i.e. \), toward the facet edges. At \( w = 2.2 \) nm, however, the ordered state (III) features strong tilting of ligands toward the facet edges. This third ordered state, for which symmetry in \( \theta_z \) is broken spontaneously, is identical to that formed on 4 x 20 nm rods \(^5\) (which also have 2.2 nm wide side facets). All three states are characterized by hexagonal packing of the methyl ends of the alkyl ligands, but differ in how the ligands tilt in order to achieve this packing. The states can therefore be distinguished by marked differences in z-tilt and x-tilt distributions, as shown in Figure 4b,c. Near the boundaries between these states, such finite surfaces can adopt multiple ordered states with appreciable probability. Indeed, for \( w = 4.7 \) nm at 100% coverage, the top and bottom facets are ordered in states I and II, respectively (see Figure 3).

Our observation that surface coverage and facet width can change how ligands pack together in the ordered state adds to earlier experiments \(^{30}\) and simulations \(^{18,19}\) showing that chain length and lattice spacing, respectively, can affect molecular packing in SAMs. In all cases, an interplay between ligand–ligand interactions and constraints imposed by binding to the substrate appear to be responsible for changes, sometimes sudden, in molecular packing.

These changes in ligand structure on nanoscale facets are accompanied by changes in the ordering transition temperature \( T_{\text{order}} \) as summarized in Figure 5 and indicated by the dashed horizontal lines in Figures 2 and S3. In particular, these changes are strongly nonlinear in their dependence on facet width. For incompletely passivated facets wider than \( w = 4.7 \) nm, decreasing the facet width effects only modest reduction in \( T_{\text{order}} \) (by less than 10 K). Further decreasing the width to \( w = 2.2 \) nm, however, not only changes the symmetry of the ordered state, as discussed above, but also impairs its thermodynamic stability, lowering \( T_{\text{order}} \) by 30–40 K. The trend of decreasing ordering temperature with decreasing \( w \) is less abrupt at 100% coverage, partly because different facets order differently for \( w = 4.7 \) nm. In contrast to \( T_{\text{order}} \), the sharpness of the ordering transition does not appear to change substantially with facet width below \( w = 8.0 \) nm (see Figure S3). Also, in strong contrast to decanethiol monolayers on Au(111), which exhibit a sharp increase in the ordering temperature above 90% coverage, \(^{31}\) we observe only a small increase in \( T_{\text{order}} \) going from 90% to 100% coverage.

Both the structure and the stability of these ordered states are thus sensitive to the width of (100) surfaces, which serve as the side facets of CdS nanorods. Figure 5 includes two data points demonstrating sensitivity of ordering to the length of these facets as well. These results, taken from ref 5, indicate strong dependence of the ordered state’s stability (though not its structure) on rod length. Specifically, at a fixed width of \( w = 2.2 \) nm, \( T_{\text{order}} \) decreases by 10 K when the facet length is decreased from infinity to 20 nm and a further 40 K when the length is decreased from 20 to 2.1 nm. Finite size effects thus appear to...
be at least as strong when reducing facet length as compared to facet width. This result is consistent with a recent experimental study of ligand ordering on hexagonal NaYF₄ nanoplates, which indicates that facet dimensions terminated by 90° edges can exert stronger finite-size effects than facet dimensions with less acute edges (such as the 60° angle between adjacent CdS(100) facets).

**Solvent Ordering.** The arrangement of solvent molecules in the vicinity of our ligand-coated surfaces can be quite sensitive to structure in the ligand shell, in some cases exhibiting the strong layering expected for a dense liquid in the vicinity of a flat surface. Here, when ligands are strongly ordered, the n-hexane solvent is distinctly layered near the surface, as evidenced by oscillations in average solvent density ρₓᵧ in the direction y perpendicular to the substrate. Such solvent density profiles ρₓᵧ(𝑦) are plotted in Figure 6 for the macroscopic surface at a variety of temperatures and coverages. The magnitude of solvent density oscillations decreases, and the interface eventually broadens, as the ligands lose alignment at lower surface coverage and/or higher temperature. As the passivation density decreases, more solvent molecules penetrate into the ligand shell, and at coverages below ~75%, the solvent becomes distinctly layered at the crystal surface itself. There is also a small but clear decrease in the thickness of the ligand shell (by ~0.2 nm), as the boundary between ordered states I and II is crossed upon reducing ligand coverage, due to stronger tilting of ligands toward the substrate in state II.

These trends with decreasing coverage on periodic substrates are echoed by changes in solvent layering induced by finite facet width. As before, weaker ligand ordering (now on smaller facets) generates less pronounced oscillation in solvent density (see Figure S7). It has previously been noted that solvent ordering between bare nanocrystals weakens as the particle size decreases.

**Surface Forces.** Our interest in the ligand ordering and solvent layering phenomena discussed above is motivated by their impact on the interaction between passivated nanoscale surfaces. On the basis of previous results for 4 × 20 nm nanorods and 2 nm Au particles, we anticipate that disordered ligand shells generally give rise to purely repulsive surface forces in solution, except in the case of very short ligands or of large particles whose cores have large Hamaker constants (such as Au). As ligands order and solvent density layers develop, these interactions are expected to acquire a rich dependence on intersurface distance, with deep attractive minima near contact. The current study bears out these expectations, showing that changes in ligand ordering lead to pronounced changes in the shape of the PMF.

To characterize ligand- and solvent-mediated interactions between periodic rods like those illustrated in Figure 3, while minimizing computational expense, we constructed systems with opposing surfaces that mimic the junction between nearby nanoparticles. In detail, we explicitly consider two parallel half-rods that are periodically extended in the direction z of their long axes. The simulation cell, including solvent, is also periodically replicated in the lateral x direction (see Figure 7). To facilitate calculation of interparticle forces, periodic boundary conditions are not imposed in the direction y of

---

**Figure 6.** Solvent density profiles normal to a periodic surface. Average densities ρₓᵧ, relative to the bulk density ρ₀ of n-hexane at 290 K, are plotted as a function of distance y from the crystal surface, for several values of ligand coverage (decreasing from top to bottom) and temperature. The colored borders and illustrations indicate the dominant ordered states as in Figure 4a.

**Figure 7.** System geometries used to calculate effective interactions between opposing ligand-coated substrates. The simulation cell is periodic in the directions x (left and right) and z (perpendicular to the page). Top and bottom boundaries (parallel to the xz-plane) are not periodic, but are instead imposed by a soft repulsive wall. Since CdS nanorods span the simulation cell in the z direction, this setup corresponds to two infinitely long half-rods, in this case with facet width w = 2.2 nm and a rod–rod separation of Δy = 5 nm (equilibrated at 290 K). For further details see the Supporting Information.
particle separation. Instead, we introduce confining walls perpendicular to $y$ via an external potential $U_{\text{wall}}(y)$ acting on the solvent molecules and ligands. The potential of mean force (PMF) between the two surfaces is then calculated as detailed in the Methods section.

The PMFs plotted in Figure 8 confirm that rod–rod attractions tend to be most potent when ligands are dense and well-ordered, so that solvent density is strongly layered (see Figure 9). Substantial cohesive surface forces persist, however, well below 100% coverage (e.g., between the 4.7 nm facets at 75% coverage) and do not require that ligands on isolated rods are highly aligned. For the case of 2.2 nm facets at 80% coverage, ligands are very weakly aligned at large separations ($\Delta y \geq 4.2$ nm) and solvent density is correspondingly featureless in each rod’s vicinity; however, near contact ($\Delta y \leq 3.6$ nm), ligand alignment is strongly enhanced (see Figure S6), yielding an attraction between rods that is free of oscillations in $\Delta y$. Proximity to the order–disorder transition can thus strongly influence surface forces even away from coexistence, much as in the case of drying-induced attractions between nanoscale hydrophobes in liquid water.\textsuperscript{46–48} In this case, attractions due to ligand ordering at contact persist at least 10 K above $T_{\text{order}}$. Similar contact-induced ligand ordering was recently reported for nanoplates suspended on a liquid surface.\textsuperscript{42}

In scale, the PMFs we have computed for different facet widths $w$ at a given surface coverage are roughly proportional to the area of the approaching surfaces. Per unit surface area, well-ordered ligand shells consistently generate a maximum attraction strength of $\phi_{\text{MF/area}} \sim 2 kT/\text{nm}^2$ at $\Delta y \sim 3.25$ nm, followed by decaying oscillations of periodicity $\sim 0.5$ nm. The largest and most fully passivated surfaces, specifically the 8.0 and 4.7 nm facets at 100% coverage, are the most prominent exceptions. We attribute their smaller scale of attraction to the distinct type I (or mixed type I/II) ordering on these surfaces. The less compact passivation layer of type I ordering also shifts the most probable separation distance from $\Delta y \sim 3.25$ nm to $\Delta y \sim 3.7$ nm. The unusual shape of the PMF for the 4.7 nm facet at 100% coverage may arise from close proximity to coexistence between competing ligand structures, which would suggest a strong sensitivity to changing solution conditions.

We caution that thorough statistical sampling is very difficult to achieve for well-ordered passivation layers on large surfaces, complicating PMF calculations. In these cases, many solvent molecules must move a significant distance in order to evacuate the space between rods as they approach, generating very long relaxation times. We have assessed the uncertainty associated with such slow rearrangements by considering extreme scenarios that, by construction, likely underestimate or overestimate the amount of solvent remaining between rods at equilibrium. An estimated upper bound on the PMF is obtained by sampling at a high approach rate (0.1 nm/ns) that hinders solvent relaxation, generating spurious repulsion on
average. To obtain a lower bound on the PMF, we artificially remove solvent from the space between rods (at distances where the ligands are in contact) before re-equilibrating at each separation distance. (See Supporting Information for further details.)

Additional insight into these trends can be gained by dissecting the mean force (as shown in Figure S4) into contributions involving distinct degrees of freedom, e.g., the net force exerted by one substrate’s ligands on those of the opposing substrate (see Figure S5). The total force acting between the surfaces is dominated by this ligand–ligand contribution \( \langle F_{LL}\rangle \), together with the net force between ligands and solvent molecules \( \langle F_{LS}\rangle \). At separations well beyond contact, interactions between ligand shells are attractive \( \langle F_{LL} < 0 \rangle \), due to dispersion forces that vary slowly with \( \Delta r \). At smaller separation, the ligand–ligand force becomes repulsive \( \langle F_{LL} > 0 \rangle \), despite the fact that the corresponding potential energy remains negative (relative to infinite separation), signaling a potent entropic repulsion when ligand shells restrict one another’s conformational freedom. At still closer distances, \( F_{LL} \) exhibits in many cases a nonmonotonic dependence on \( \Delta y \), reflecting competition between deformation of the ligand shells and increasing ligand–ligand contact area. In contrast, \( F_{LS} \) is repulsive at all separations considered. Its variation with \( \Delta y \) mirrors that of solvent density: \( F_{LS} \) is small and nearly constant when solvent is weakly ordered, and it develops substantial oscillations under conditions at which solvent is strongly layered. Damped oscillations in the PMF, with comparable periodicity and decay envelope, result.

Finally, we compare our previous results for discrete \( 4 \times 20 \) nm CdS nanorods \(^5\) (which have 2.2 nm wide Cd(100) side facets) with the results presented here for periodic half-rods with \( \omega = 2.2 \) nm, both at 100% ligand coverage. These PMFs have similar shape (see Figure S8), but oscillations are stronger for the extended surfaces considered here, with slightly stronger ligand–ligand attraction at close range. These differences could arise from degraded ligand and solvent ordering near the ends of the finite rods. For shorter rods, such finite-size effects can be expected to be even more dramatic, eventually resulting in the loss of any thermally significant attraction between nanoparticles.

DISCUSSION

This work has shown that alkane ligand monolayers on nanoscale surfaces can adopt multiple distinct ordered states, depending on surface coverage and facet dimensions. The anisotropic CdS(100) substrates we consider give rise to ordering scenarios that differ substantially from those reported for the more symmetric Au(111) surface. For example, ligand alignment emerges more sharply on CdS due to the reduced symmetry of the Wurzite (100) surface.

Implications of these findings for real systems are complicated by the unavoidably approximate nature of the model we have studied. For small quantum dots, different united-atom potentials can give very different predictions of ligand structure at a given temperature.\(^5\) Viewed over a broad range of temperature, however, the general phase behaviors of these different models are consistent with one another, and also consistent with more detailed all-atom simulations. As in molecular simulations of many systems,\(^5,51\) the variety and structures of equilibrium states we have described are likely to be more robust predictions than are their relative stabilities. Among all our results, the ordering temperatures we have predicted are thus subject to the greatest uncertainty. We nonetheless expect these transition temperatures to be reasonably accurate, given the similarity (in form and scale) of the force field studied here to that of Paul et al.\(^5\) which has been vetted against all-atom calculations.\(^19\) Indeed, for periodic surfaces at 100% coverage in n-hexane, the value of \( T_{ordy} \) we have determined lies within 5 K of that obtained with the force field of ref \( \) 52. In light of our conclusion that ordering temperatures can be very sensitive to particle size and shape, as well as ligand coverage, a direct quantitative comparison with experiment would require a closer and more systematic control over these features than has yet been reported. For example, experimental samples are not monodisperse, their ligand coverage can vary strongly with handling,\(^39,40\) and surfaces can be enriched with metal atoms.\(^25\) Like most computer simulations of nanoparticles, our model further assumes that surface atoms and ligand attachment sites are immobile. Recent experiments that reveal significant mobility of surface atoms on Au nanorods\(^53\) suggest that this common approximation deserves careful scrutiny.

Our work also shows that, as a consequence of this rich phase behavior, the effective interaction between opposing surfaces is a sensitive function of geometry and solution conditions. For example, the effects of changing temperature can be much more complex than modifying the Boltzmann weight of a surface attraction with unvarying strength. By changing the nature or degree of ligand ordering, control variables such as temperature can instead modulate surface forces sharply and nonmonotonically, with important consequences for the solution stability and assembly of ligand-coated nanoparticles. This sensitivity could contribute to the difficulty of achieving highly reproducible self-assembly in experiments, which have in many cases not exerted control over ligand coverage.

The sharpness of the ordering transition on the anisotropic CdS(100) surface could present another problem for reproducible assembly, in that the strength of attraction changes dramatically over a small temperature interval and so may be difficult to fine-tune. Our results indicate that decreasing the surface coverage does not help much to broaden the transition. The broader ordering transition observed on the more isotropic Au(111) surface indicates that fine-tuning the interaction between nanoparticles might be easier when ligand binding sites are distributed more isotropically on their facets.

The ordered ligand states formed on CdS(100) differ distinctly from those on Au(111). Our most general finding—that ligand ordering can induce attraction between particles in solution—is nonetheless consistent with recent experimental results for Au nanoparticles coated with C\(_{12}\)–C\(_{18}\) alkanethiol ligands in n-heptane solvent.\(^55,56\) In that study, reversible aggregation was observed upon cooling and heating,\(^56\) while an optimal temperature region was found for the formation of ordered crystalline aggregates when the aggregation was driven by the addition of a poor polar solvent.\(^55\) Such optimum assembly often marks the boundary of thermodynamic stability for the assembled state.\(^55\) If nanoparticle aggregation were driven by ligand ordering, we would thus expect conditions of optimal assembly to track equilibrium coexistence curves for the respective pure alkanes and alkanethiol ligands on dry nanoparticles. Indeed, the observed variation of nanoparticle aggregation temperature with chain length closely reflects the ligands’ equilibrium phase behavior.\(^55\)

Finally, the complex ligand ordering we have characterized on CdS(100) may strongly influence functional properties of
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nanoparticles, including their use in lubrication, biological sensing, and optoelectronics. The exchange of charge carriers with other particles or electrodes, for instance, can depend sensitively on particle separation, which we have shown to vary with structure of the ligand layer. In cases where charge transport mechanisms depend on surface defects and tunneling barriers, the role of ligand ordering could be even more important.\textsuperscript{25} As another example, our results indicate that it might be possible to reversibly and dynamically tune the fractional properties of nanoparticles, which are being explored as lubricants,\textsuperscript{57,58} by altering the structure of their ligand shell.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, our results show that there are strong similarities, as well as some significant differences, between the behavior of nonpolar ligands on macroscopic substrates in nonpolar solvent and that on nanoscale surfaces. In both cases, the ligands align strongly with one another at sufficiently low temperature to form a self-assembled monolayer (provided that the surface coverage is sufficiently high), and in both cases alignment results in a substantial increase in attraction between ligand layers on opposing substrates. Substantial finite size effects emerge in our studies only on facets less than 4.7 nm in width. For such facets, highly aligned ligand states are less thermodynamically stable, and ordering is less cooperative, as is often the case for phase transitions in small systems. More surprisingly, the structure and symmetry of ordered states can vary with facet dimension. The edge-ward tilting of ligands we have observed on narrow facets significantly influences PMFs between opposing surfaces. Diminished solvent layering near nanoscale facets also impacts the strength and distance dependence of surface interactions.

Our results thus add to a growing body of evidence that ligand-mediated interactions can exert a particularly strong influence on the assembly of faceted nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{50,59–61} The strongly temperature-dependent mode of interaction we have examined suggests new ways to control assembly by modulating ligand structure, e.g., reversibly activating strong face-to-face attraction between ordered ligand layers through modest changes in temperature. Our finding that transition temperatures are highly sensitive to surface coverage further suggests the possibility of selectively introducing attraction between particular sets of facets based on differences in their ligand coverages. This approach could enable straightforward realization of patchy particles that organize into noncompact superlattices (such as the open square-hexagon network described in ref \textsuperscript{62}), a challenging and important goal for synthetic systems.

Assessing the quantitative accuracy of our computational findings in many cases awaits technical advances in the laboratory. Some of the trends and qualitative observations we have described, however, should be accessible to current experimental techniques. For example, it should be possible to distinguish between different ligand ordered states on a planar CdS(100) surface, or in films of dry CdS nanoparticles, and to study shifts in the order–disorder transition upon changing temperature or surface coverage. Contributions from different facets could be discriminated by varying the aspect ratio of rod-shaped particles, or by studying nanoparticles lying at the surface of a thin liquid film.\textsuperscript{62} In the latter case, surface energies should cause CdS nanorods to align in the plane of the film, thus allowing ligand ordering on the (100) side facets to be probed by a surface-sensitive spectroscopy such as SFG. This type of measurement could be combined with a Langmuir trough force measurement to study the connection between the ligand order on the nanoparticles and the particle–particle interaction.

METHODS

In this paper, we have studied several models, illustrated in Figures 1, 3, and 5. These models consist of wurite CdS crystals with exposed (100) facets passivated by octadecyl ligands in an explicit n-hexane solvent. The (100) surface is the dominant side facet observed in HRTEM images of CdS and CdSe nanorods.\textsuperscript{37} The ligands were bound to surface Cd atoms, with the coverage ranging from 50% to 100%. The pattern of passivation was random at 90%, but periodic at lower values to ensure even surface coverage (see Figure S1). For example, at 50% coverage, we only passivated every second Cd atom in the x-direction, as this lattice dimension (0.412 nm) is substantially smaller than the Cd spacing in the perpendicular z-direction (0.675 nm). The periodic x-dimension was 8.1004 nm in all models, and the x-dimension was 8.2493 nm for the periodic planar surfaces. Further details are provided in the Supporting Information.

The ligand and solvent molecules were modeled using a united-atom potential, which represents each CH\textsubscript{2} group with a single particle. Interactions between these coarse-grained particles include volume exclusion and dispersion as described by the Lennard-Jones potential and, within each molecule, bond stretching, bond bending, and dihedral torsion terms. The CH\textsubscript{2} groups interact with CdS atoms via a Lennard-Jones potential previously developed for Au nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{16} adapted to reflect the Hamaker constant and density of CdS rather than Au. Further details of these potentials are provided in ref \textsuperscript{5}.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on systems of up to 42,000 particles were performed using LAMMPS,\textsuperscript{63} at temperatures ranging from 270 to 390 K. Because the CdS crystalline lattice is quite rigid, and the related CdSe lattice has been found to undergo minimal surface reconstruction when passivated,\textsuperscript{64} we held the positions of Cd and S atoms fixed in all simulations, thus saving considerable computational expense. Below the standard boiling point of n-hexane (342 K), the bulk solvent density was tuned to the experimental density of pure n-hexane at 1 atm, while above this, it was tuned to the density of liquid n-hexane at the corresponding state point on its liquid–vapor coexistence curve.\textsuperscript{65} Systems were equilibrated at fixed volume and constant temperature, maintained with a Nosé–Hoover thermostat, for 1–3 ns, and subsequent production runs (also at fixed volume and temperature) were 0.5–2 ns in duration.

For the semiperiodic setups illustrated in Figure 7, we used constrained MD to calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) between the two parallel surfaces, as a function of their normal separation \(\Delta y\). The mean force between the surfaces (\(F_{\text{mean}}\)) is given by the average force in the direction of their connecting line:

\[
F_{\text{mean}}(\Delta y) = \frac{1}{2} (F_2 - F_1) \hat{y}_{\text{NVT}}
\]

where \(F_2\) and \(F_1\) are the total forces acting on the two surfaces, \(\hat{y}\) is the unit vector normal to both surfaces, and angular brackets denote an average in the canonical ensemble. The PMF is then given by

\[
\phi_{\text{PMF}}(\Delta y) = \int_{\Delta y_0}^{\infty} (F_{\text{mean}}(s) - F_{\text{mean}}(\infty)) \, ds
\]

where \(F_{\text{mean}}(\infty)\) is the force between the surfaces before they start to interact. This background force arises from the presence of solvent on only one side of each surface, which is necessary to calculate the PMF using the setup shown in Figure 7, which employs fixed boundaries at the top and bottom of the simulation cell. In practice, \(F_{\text{mean}}(\infty)\) was calculated by averaging \(F_{\text{mean}}(\Delta y)\) over nine independent separations at distances beyond which there was significant interaction between the surfaces. The interaction between the CdS cores is negligible at all separations we have considered.
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(45) In vacuum we have previously found that the interaction is highly attractive regardless of the ligand order. We expect similar behavior for the lower surface coverage scenarios explored in this paper.


